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of fashion everywhere. They would disappear from racecourses as well as from the streets. They would give place to the motor-bicycle, the motor-car. Wazemmes and his actress would wait for motor-racing.
In the interim Wazemmes found the afternoons which he passed at the races quite tolerable. Among other pleasures he enjoyed that of mingling with a crowd which walked on grass, which had plenty of room, which did not crush you. Wazemmes was very sensitive about crowds. He detested violent demonstrations, street rows, public meetings.
This was not a matter of nervousness. His tallness, his physical strength spared him from knowing what fear was. It was the frenzy which emanated from such crowds that he disliked. He was not much fonder of the ordinary Sunday crowd on the boulevards. It let itself be pushed along all in the same direction, like a parcel, with senile slowness. It was dull. It always had a poverty-stricken air about it.
What suited Wazemmes was a fashionable crowd, which was not idle enough to develop boredom, but at the same time was not taut for action; which moved in different directions with a certain liberty, and in which you could move easily yourself.
He heard shouts in the distance, which were repeated and drew nearer. He saw a swirl in the crowd. " Laripette ! Laripette ! " He pulled out a little note-book. " Hallo, P<§clet has won ! "
At this moment somebody touched him on the shoulder. He recognised a gentleman whom he had seen two or three times at racecourses, but about whom he knew nothing else. They had never spoken to each other. This gentleman was as tall as himself. Wazemmes thought that his manners were really distinguished.
How old was he ? The young man would have found it very difficult to say. It was a problem of a kind in which he went astray, for lack of guff)ing marks, Thirty, forty meant nothing to him. In this respect he recognised only four categories in humanity: first, people younger than himself, whom he looked down upon; second, people of

